
PREMIERE SCREENING OF THE MOVIE A.R.C.H.I.E. ANNOUNCED AS LEGACY PROJECT 
VIP Movie Experience for children who have been through Regina’s hospitals 

& Fundraising Event at Mosaic Stadium 

REGINA, SK.  April 20, 2016 Trilight Entertainment announced today an exciting initiative to raise funds 
for Hospitals of Regina Foundation.  Presenting sponsors include Clairwood Capital, Dilawri Group, Knight 
Auto Group and Rawlco Radio.   

A.R.C.H.I.E, a motion picture filmed exclusively in Regina, Lumsden, and Regina Beach will play on 
Mosaic Stadium’s Maxtron for children and families on August 20.  Putting children first is Trilight’s 
commitment and have pledged all proceeds to Hospitals of Regina Foundation, in support of Regina’s 
pediatric program.  The event will give children who have been through Regina’s hospitals, a VIP red 
carpet movie premiere experience as well as sell tickets to the general public. 

Ajay Dilawri, the events presenting sponsor and  a long standing supporter of the Hospitals of Regina 
Foundation and co-founder of The Dilawri Foundation says, “Our long-standing support of Hospitals of 
Regina Foundation reflects our vision and commitment to invest in the well-being of our future 
generations: starting right here in our local communities.” 

“I think the whole spirit of giving and community defines Regina, and is instrumental in supporting 
healthcare,” says Kevin Knight, one of the events presenting sponsors.  “This event once again 
demonstrates the generosity of the Regina business community and enthusiasm of the people in Regina.” 

The movie A.R.C.H.I.E.(Artifical Robotronic Canine Hyper-Intelligence Experiment) was co-produced with 
local Regina production company Java Post Production. It tells the memorable story of a young girl 
adjusting to loss and life in a new town, along the way she befriends a robotic dog with incredible 
abilities. A.R.C.H.I.E is brought to life through the voice acting of Micheal J. Fox and the film 
lightheartedly explores coming of age themes such as friendship, love, grief and family.   

Glenn Paradis, Partner of Trilight Entertainment and President of Clairwood Capital attended the 
announcement at Mosaic Stadium. Glenn is passionate about Clairwood’s dedication to financing Trilight 
Entertainment projects in Saskatchewan. “It’s very rewarding to align our efforts in producing a great 
movie that is fun for the whole family along with philanthropic interests that are close to our heart.  It is 
a core philosophy of our companies to give back, so we are honoured to have our project and this 
collaboration featured as part of the legacy campaign events at Mosaic Stadium.  If we can make some 
kids smile and have a fun day while raising money for a great cause, we are all in”.  

Tickets available at    www.archieforpediatrics.com 
Facebook     Archieforpediatrics 
Twitter    Archieforpeds 

Trilight Entertainment  info@trilight.ca  

Andrea Hoffman    archieforpediatrics@gmail.com 
Event Coordinator   306 533 1331        
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